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1.  The ones that are correct are A and B. Old and Young, and also Usefulness and 
Uselessness.  

 
2. Besides the poor physical condition of the grandmother’s hands the following quote: 

‘your grasp of things is not so good’, Means that now she is too old and the things 
changed. When the grandmother was young, she did some necessary things, like 
gutting fish, that now there aren't necessary anymore, she isn’t needed. 

 
3. The word 'but' is repeated throughout the poem, appearing in every stanza. This 

helps to present a counter point of view to that of the grandmother’s children and 
their insistence that her knitting is now unnecessary. And in the second stanza, that 
“But”, represents that the grandmother was skillful and her work was necessary when 
she was younger. But now she old and she is considered to be useless because her 
hands are not what they were before and the kids don’t want to “have too much” 
sweaters or scarfs that their grandmother has knit for them.  

 
4. The literary term used is called alliteration, and it is used to emphasise and direct the 

attention to specific words making them stand out and making them more 
memorable. It establishes the rhythm within a poem. 

 
5. Both the kids and the poet both have an attitude towards the grandmother pointing 

out that “there is no need” for her to do anything. She is said to do to much and that 
now that she is old the level of utility she poses decreases through the poem until the 
end. The children believe that her knitting is unnecessary.  

 
6. Being the longest line calls the reader's attention. But in reality the effect used is the 

single-adjective words alone. To emphasise on the process of getting old. This line 
really wants to contrast with the sure and skilful hands of the fisher girl and the young 
wife and mother of the previous stanzas with what the grandmother now is, a useful 
lady with no activities to do that someone really needs her doing. 

 
7. 3 examples of rhythm or pattern in grandma's life in the poem: 
- “the needles still move” it shows a rhythm of something that is in her. 
- “master of your moments” suggest a pattern, because maybe sometimes her hands 

are tired, but there is a kind of pattern and at some point she is always back to 
knitting. 

- “you do too much” suggests a rhythm, a high speed rhythm of knitting.  
  

8. The effect is meant as a defense towards the attitude one may have on older people 
about the effectiveness of what they may or may not be able to do. The main 
objective after that is that it makes us consider who old people were and what they 



have accomplished in their lives. The poem tries to show us to acknowledge the 
cruelty of the aging process and what it does to us all, but forced to accept that this 
does not diminish the individual of older people’s worth.  

 
 
 
 


